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Abstract: In the study, the comparison of two smart phone brands was made by using
emoji classification. In the first part of the study, the relevant instagram pages were
reached and the comments of the first posts were put into practice with Selenium. Here,
the main aim is to extract data without using additional libraries and user logins. Thus,
proper waiting times are added for loading the page. In the second part of the study, the
collected emojis were classified as positive, negative and neutral, and the results were
illustrated with a pie chart.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to take both the products and the brand a step forward, it is very
important to know what customers think about you and your products. In this way,
the products can be developed or customers' expectations can be better understood.
With Instagram posts, customers' opinions about work or studies can be easily
obtained. Instagram released on october 5, 2010 as a free application for IOS by
Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger.
The reason why the app is so popular is that it makes the photos taken more
beatiful with its 11 photo filters. In addition, users have the opportunity to instantly,
practically and quickly share the photos they share on Instagram on other social
networks (Facebook,Twitter,Flickr ve Tumblr). All this made the app popular in a
short time. Instagram, which was used and recommended by large masses in a short
time, soon reached 1 million user dams.
Instagram, announced the tag (#) system in 2011. Thus, users were able to
interact not only with their friends, but also with all users sharing with the same tag.
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2011 has been a fruitful year for Instagram because it announced with an official
statement made before the year ends that it reached 15 million members and 400
million photos sharing [1-2].
Internet and e-mail usage began to spread in Japan in 1990s. However,
Shigetaka Kurita noticed a problem with email and internet communication, which
brought huge changes in communication and changed communication actors. In
traditional Japanese written communication, long and abstract expressions took a
great place in the letters used instead of e-mails. For Japanese people, expressing
their feelings across, describing abstract situations with long narratives were the basis
of traditional Japanese correspondence. As the communication on the internet became
widespread in the country, letters that people talked about emotions and abstract
situations were replaced by e-mails that coud be evaluated as short and brief. These
short e-mails, where emotions were not explained, had a negative effect on the
Japanese.
Kurita, who wanted to find a solution to this situation, developed a set of
symbols representing emotions and other abstract ideas based on symbols used in
street signs, Chinese characters and manga comics. Kurita, known as the father of
emojis, could not have predicted that the symbols he found would be used all over the
world. Nowadays, emojis, which are seen as a part of American communication
culture, actually started to take their place in global communication after Apple's
update in 2011 [3-4].

2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is an active field of study in the field of
natural language processing that analyzes people's thoughts, feelings, assessments,
attitudes, and emotions through the affordable treatment of subjectivity in the text [5].
Sentiment analysis is simply the process of working (statistically) on a piece of
text whether it is positive, negative or neutral. Most of the Sentiment analysis
approaches take one of two forms: polarity-based, where text fragments are classified
as positive or negative, or classified as valence-based, in which the density of valence
is considered. For example, the words “good” and “perfect” will be treated in te same
way in an approach based on polarity; “perfect” will be evaluated more positively
than “good” in a valence-based approach [6-7].
Today, businesses are heavily dependent on data. However, most of this data is
unstructured text from sources such as emails, chats, social media, surveys, articles
and documents. Micro blog content from Twitter and Facebook poses serious
difficulties not only because of the amount of data it contains, but also from the type
of language used to express emotions, namely short forms, emojis and expressions
[5].
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3. DESIGN OF THE PROJECT
To take the products and the brand a step forward, it is very important to know
what customers think about you and your products. Thus, the products can be
developed or customers' expectations can be better understood. With Instagram posts,
customers' opinions about the work or studies can be easily collected.
VADER, means Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner. It is a
Sentiment analysis library based on Lexicon and rules. Library is popular in
Sentiment analytics [7]. VADER is a simple rule-based Sentiment analyzer. It
consists of a list of lexical features and related Sentiment criteria. Based on the
grammatical and syntactic use of language, several rules have been created that are
used to determine the Sentiment of the text. The dictionary is basically a list of
words that are assigned semantic-oriented values as positive values or negative values
to each word. In the VADER dictionary list, values from -4 to +4 are assigned,
where -4 is extremely negative and +4 is extremely positive [8-9]. VADER performs
very well with emojis, slanges and abbreviations in sentences [5].
In the first part, comments were taken from the brand-1 and brand-2 instagram
accounts by Selenium. Selenium is a portable framework and a test automation tool.

Fig. 1. Brand-1 comments in the
11-06-2019 post

Fig. 2. Brand-2 comments in the
15-06-2019 post
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Required libraries (Selenium, Emoji ,Time, Pyplot) are installed. Two functions
are defined. The first function takes the username to take the photo in the Instagram
account and what post it will use as a parameter. In this way, the post comes to the
main page automatically with the link of the first photo. Each comment word found
here is transferred to the string. These comments come with calling the function.

Fig. 3. Brand-1 comments in the 11-06-2019 post

Fig. 4. Brand-1 comments emojis in the 11-06-2019 post

Fig. 5. Brand-1 positive emojis

Fig. 6. Brand-1 negative emojis

Fig. 7. Brand-1 neutral emojis
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Fig. 8. Brand-2 comments in the 15-06-2019 post

Fig. 9. Brand-2 comments emojis in the 15-06-2019 post

Fig. 10. Brand-2 positive emojis

Fig. 11. Brand-2 neutral emojis

Fig. 12. Comparative pie chart represents latest instagram posts of Brand-1 and Brand-2
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5. CONCLUSION
The stories that promote your corporate identity can be told in a fun and
effective way with visuals. Images directig to the website and informing about how
the personnel serve their customers can be used. It is important to note that the
images and messages shared on the Instagram account represent the brand identity
and corporate culture strategically and accurately. In the presented work, the rate of
reponses to the posts is measured with Python.
As a result of this study, the emoji analysis in the comments in the last post of
the instagram account related to the instagram data obtained using Selenium was
performed. With the results obtained, brands can make comparisons with other
brands and can draw the most appropriate way for themselves, with the help of the
feedback they receive.
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